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Abstract—In recent years, the transmission of audiovisual 
content presented substantial growth in the context of on-
demand delivery, made possible through networks based on 
Internet Protocol, IP. This increase, boosted by internet access 
omnipresence and new consumption habits of this content, 
makes this category of communication to be continuously 
rivaled with traditional broadcasting technologies of Television 
(TV) signals. Thus, developing techniques to assess the efficacy 
and risks that the use of IP networks for this purpose imposes 
becomes relevant. Moreover, while for the named Broadcast TV 
has technical mechanisms that ensure the quality of this 
communication are well established, the same does not occur for 
video stream over IP, or IP Stream. The reason for this is that, 
for one of them, its technology is equipped with quality 
guarantees based on a circuit-switching operation in a 
connection-oriented systematic. While the other, once the web 
is considered, is unable to ensure quality due to its packet-
switching architecture. And this is what sets it as a model called 
'best effort' which, besides the features to allow channel sharing 
and systems interconnection, enables precisely what makes its 
increase in its use for audiovisual transmission, the application-
oriented provision. Thereby attending the consumer’s desire for 
on demand content, subsequently amplifies the role of what and 
who is on the edge, ultimately placing the user as protagonist. 
In this IP scenario, it is underlined the lack of mechanisms, 
related to the Internet, capable of recording two technical 
parameters that influence the commercial chain that sustains 
this entire ecosystem, they are: availability and audience. 
Keeping this in mind and with the goal of evaluating this new 
method for audiovisual offering, this work has developed 
methodologies to acquire such information at this consumption 
edge. And this has been accomplished through the construction 
of a software tool. It was implemented as an extension to one of 
the most used browsers, Google Chrome, to capture the 
audience of Internet videos on the leading supplier of videos 
exists today, Google's YouTube. In this work, the abstractions 
of considerations around the Quality of Service (QoS) concept, 
is proposed to be interpreted as a measure of Quality of 
Experience (QoE) assimilated from time viewed compared 
against the total time of a video. This justification is founded on 
the concept that quality translates into a particular subjectivity 
for each user and their individual expectations, so a measure of 
time is shown to be an effective thermometer. This effectiveness 
is justified by a principle consolidated within TV broadcast for 
decades, audience measurement. Thus, the construction of 
something analogous to the 'People's meter' in a similar scheme 
of 'Television Rating Points', TRP, running to capture of 
information in order to convey assertiveness to all stakeholders 
involved in this new delivery method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To assess the audience of a delivered content over TV 
Broadcast it is used an equipment called People meter or 
Audience meter. This is installed at the home of certain 

viewers and connected to the TV continuously recording and 
sending information to a central regarding which channel is 
being watched, at what time and for how long. These 
members are chosen to have such devices installed in their 
homes so that their measures represent a sample of the whole
society or people segment to be monitored. This complete
equipment scheme is called Television Rating Points (TRP), 
or Gauging points for Television Audience, which aggregates 
all this measuring system. Thus, it estimates statistically the 
number of successful audiovisual content watched. The 
importance of measuring the audience is justified because it 
is the engine of the commercial part of a broadcaster station
to choose which programs to invest or not and what impact or 
the reachability of advertising campaigns. Existing thus a 
significant commercial interest for pricing purposes of 
transmission periods in this and other segments, such as IP 
Streaming. [1][2]

II. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

To capture Video Stream Audience, it was designed a
solution considering aforementioned importance of obtaining 
this information at the user end of the video delivered via IP
from the largest online media provider in the Internet, i.e. 
YouTube [3][4]. Also, it was delineated that the application is 
compatible with one of the most widely used browsers,
Google Chrome [5]. Considering the requirements, in order to 
capture the audience of an audiovisual content it was decided 
on a project in which the program should be composed of two 
parts, described as follows. The client part or Front-end, it is 
an application to be installed in the browser in the format of 
an extension that could be installed on any device with the 
Google Chrome browser. This collects and sends certain data 
to a centralizer. These data are statistics (measures and 
information) of videos accessed, or viewed by users. It is 
emphasized that this is done from data present in the public 
codes of the website when a YouTube video page is accessed, 
time which the application is active. Such selected data which 
is captured and sent automatically to the centralizer are: 
Watched Time; Total Video Time; Video URL; Number of 
Video Views and Number of Channel Subscribers. In 
addition, other data considered relevant is captured through a 
brief questionnaire for completion by the user when the 
software is installed. These are: City; Age and Gender. The 
part of the centralizer, or server that receives, stores, 
manipulates and displays all these data, is called the back-end. 
Software that acts as a server on the Internet, which provides
a service that receives, saves, records and consults the data 
captured by segmenting them in database tables.

III. SYSTEM FUNCTIONING

To develop a software that is able to interact with the so-
called API, Application Programming Interface, or Youtube 
Application Programming Interface JavaScript was selected.
And to store the data used a MySQL database, and hence the 
Structured Query Language to manipulate and process the 
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data. The following Figure 1 displays the main parts of the 
code that was implemented for the Front-end which is the 
extension installed on the user device browser to monitor
audiovisual content. Meanwhile Figure 2 shows the Software 
Operation Flowchart. 

Fig. 1. Extension core coding demonstrating the capture of monitored data 
and dispatching it to the Back-end Web service.

Fig. 2. Software Operation Flowchart

For the developed application, first the user needs via 
Chrome browser, access the Internet at 'Chrome Web Store -
Extensions' or 'Chrome Extension Store'. Once there, search 
for 'Youtube Data Stats' which is name designated to this 
software, the icon and application described in Figure 3 will 
appear to be installed on the user's browser, available by 
accessing the address:
‘https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/youtube-data-
stats/nmnaacknlpckjpccicgekcnogaeoaipi’.

Fig. 3. Webpage to install the extension from the 'Chrome Web Store -
Extensions'.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
In order to detail the results from the monitoring carried

out, then it is shown, in Figure 4, clearly all data captured from
two tests sent to the back-end. From left to right we have the 
columns with the name information, Assisted Time, Total 
Time, URL, View, Canal, Subscribers, City, Age, Gender, 
Date.

Fig. 4. Detailing search results from the database with the captured data at 
the Software's Back-end.

The technical and commercial motivation for verifying the 
audience is the same as the traditional TV and that the IP 

demand for content grows daily. The results show that this is 
a tool that meets this feature, allowing to bring to the IP world 
some of the assertiveness present only on TV so far, according 
to the literature. [6] [7] [8] [9]
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